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Demonstrations were good and it took me to the
key areas of microbiology. A wonderful gathering
overall, especially the areas which was chosen by
the faculty was quiet impressive. I really wanted
to attend such events physically in future.

The topic of Tissue culture was relevant as I am
teaching this topic in classes. I can motivate and
encourage interested students to consider this field
as a career choice. I found the program to be very
well organized. The topics were relevant and
explained with sufficient demonstrations. Each of
the faculty was very clear in their presentation and
had thorough subject knowledge.
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I gained more information on DNA isolation
methods and animal tissue culture from the
faculty members.
It really gave innovative
information. Sterilization and media preparation
was very useful for my students. It's innovative
and very informative program for us. Your
institute’s lab projected through a virtual mode
was superb. I would thank the Department of
Biotechnology and all the Resource persons and
your institution for given us a golden opportunity.
Thank you to all

The modules helped us to recall the basic
knowledge about the different areas of
biotechnology. In regard with teaching, these
knowledge will help us to impart a wider range of
the subjects to the students and help them educate
about the different areas they can chose in future for
higher studies . Practical knowledge were more than
school level , yet they can be introduced as a part of
research oriented projects to students.
I really appreciate the efforts taken by the
Dep. of Biotechnology of Karunya university to
widen the subject range of school teachers. We are

looking forward to get in touch with you for the
betterment of our students in future. Unless mentors
like you don't take initiative like this, students at
school level may become stagnant at some areas of
their education.
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The topic which has been chosen for the FDP was
good. Good presentations and videos projected were
very useful for us to show our children to make
them understand better. We now got a resource
team for the field visit / hands on experiment which
will give them good exposure in school days itself.
The whole team was so good in presenting
their topics. It was so clear and all can understand
it. So many things were a good recall of the topics
which i studied a long back for me personally. It
was well organized and hope in future too you plan
more FDP which could benefit us well.

The FDP gave us new techniques as well as
knowledge of new instruments The FDP gave us a
variety of learning settings like this seminars, and a
participatory approach to learning for students.
There is an emphasis on the case method of
teaching and learning the practical methods which
would enable us to translate to the school students
in a more effective manner. All the best Team
Biotech! It was indeed a good FDP program.

